Tenses Worksheet

Fill in the blanks with an appropriate verb form.

1. We ........................................ here for two hours.

   are waiting
   have been waiting
   wait

2. I ......................................... to the movies once a month.

   go
   am going
   have gone

3. The train ........................................ the station at 3.30.
4. He ........................................... a few miles away from the railway station.

is living

has lived

lives

5. The road to the left ................................. to his house.

leads

is leading
6. I ........................................ here for two weeks.

will be

am

Either could be used here

7. He ........................................ in Mexico.

was born

is born

born

8. The train ................................... early in the morning.
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arrives

is arriving

arrive

9. The weather …………………………… good today.
is

has

is being

10. The students …………………………… on a picnic yesterday.
went

has been

has gone
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11. I first ........................................... her in a park.
   met  
   meet  
   have met

12. She .......................................... English really well.
   speak  
   speaks 
   is speaking

Answers

We have been waiting here for two hours.
I go to the movies once a month.
The train left the station at 3.30.
He lives a few miles away from the railway station.
The road to the left leads to his house.
I will be / am here for two weeks.
He was born in Mexico.
The train arrives early in the morning.
The weather is good today.
The students went on a picnic yesterday.
I first met her in a park.
She speaks English really well.